
Wilden / Fuel Works XP25 Pneumatic Metered Barrel Pump

Stock No MX595
Manufacturer Wilden
Model XP25
Condition Excellent Condition, Ex demonstration
Other Info XP25
Location Our Central Warehouse, Aldridge, UK

Description

 Wilden XP25 Metered barrel pump 

The inherent features of the Wilden® air-operated pump technology allows it to excel as a utilitarian drum pump. Various
speed and pressure capability, the ability to run dry, self-prime and dead-head offers you the flexibility to totally control the
pumping capability. The Wilden® universal drum pump kit enables Wilden® pumps to adapt directly to drums for
cost-effective, efficient liquid transfer.

The kit is is equipped with a standard 2" NPT male connection suitable for installment on most drums. The standard
length of the pick-up tube is 36". The tube can be cut to accommodate various drum sizes: 5-gallon, 55-gallon, etc.

The XP 25 meter attached to this system is economical flow meter that has a large easy to read display. It has a 4 wheel
mechanical meter design for transfer pumps with a flow rate of 5 to 30 GPM. These meters are reliable, and simple to
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calibrate in the field. It has 4 subtotal digits (999.9) and 8 digit cumulative totalling. 

Ideally suited to solvent transfer using the "SAFE-TAINER" system

SAFE-TAINER system is a closed-loop state-of-the-art delivery system for handling chlorinated solvents. In combination
with closed cleaning equipment or similar, it represents the Best Available Technology for the use of these products.

The SAFE-TAINER system includes two different, specially designed double-walled containers. One is exclusively
designated for the supply of fresh solvent and the other for the collection of used solvent.

Both containers are delivered with a 216.5 litre drum inside. The outer steel box protects the drum, preventing damage or
spills. The SAFE-TAINER system is lockable, and as a result of its special base construction it is easy to transport with a
forklift truck or pallet lifter.

The SAFE-TAINER system enables you to meet the legislative requirements and applies the principles of Responsible
Care® and Product Stewardship by taking into account all health and safety related issues of a product throughout its
lifecycle. Equally, the SAFE-TAINER system meets all European road, rail and sea transport regulations.

The used solvent is collected in short intervals and sent for professional recycling – closing the loop. The SAFE-TAINER
system is marketed by SAFECHEM Europe GmbH, a subsidiary of The Dow Chemical Company, offering Dow’s
chlorinated solvent systems and services via qualified distributors.

Photographs taken prior refurbishment. Our refurbishment service is not available on all machines.
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